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Calling all Heroes
The Royal Alexandra Children’s Hospital (The Alex) is a very special hospital in Brighton that looks after
45,000 children every year who are injured or sick.
Rockinghorse Children’s Charity raises money to make sure the doctors and nurses at The Alex have all the
equipment they need to give the best possible care to the children.
You’ve probably heard of the Coronavirus, a nasty bug that is spreading across the world and making
people sick. Schools and some workplaces have had to temporarily shut to stop the coronavirus from
spreading. Doctors and nurses are extra busy at the moment and have to work very hard to look after
everyone who has Coronavirus as well as looking after people who have other reasons to be in hospital.

We need your help!
Rockinghorse are calling on Heroes, just like you,
to join The Rockinghorse Force a brave team of
children joining together to help other children.
Whilst you are home from school you can take part
in some fun and heroic challenges and ask your friends
and family to sponsor you.
The money you raise will help
The Alex to keep
giving sick children the care
they need to get better.

#BeARockinghorseHero

#RockinghorseForce

“Time and again Rockinghorse has
been there in our most difficult
periods, providing essential help to
our hard-working team, and this
situation is no different… Anything
you can spare, big or small, will
have a direct and incredibly positive
impact on the support that the
dedicated team at the Royal Alex
provide.”
– Oli Rahman, Consultant Paediatrician at
The Alex.

@Rockinghorse67

hollie@rockinghorse.org.uk
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Join The Rockinghorse
Force
The Rockinghorse Force is a mighty team of fundraising Heroes dedicated to making a difference by raising
money for Rockinghorse Children’s Charity. Four super-powered rockinghorses represent the qualities and
character of the Rockinghorse Force.
We are asking you to complete four challenges. Choose one challenge that represents each one of the
superhorse characters. Ask your friends and family to sponsor you to take part in these challenges and
raise money for Rockinghorse Children’s Charity.
Keep a note of all the challenges you complete and when you have finished, tell us how you completed
each challenge; send us your complete activity pack along with the funds you have raised. You’ll receive an
official Rockinghorse Force Certificate and badge so that everyone will know that you are a Rockinghorse
Hero.

Meet the Super-horses
Logic – Logic is our problem-solving superhorse. Logic is clever,
creative and loves learning new things. Just like the doctors at The Alex,
Logic enjoys finding out the best way to help people.
To complete your Logic challenge, you will need to do something
creative, learn something new or teach someone else something new.

Here are some of Logic’s favourite challenges:

Learning a new recipe
and baking cakes or
cooking.

#BeARockinghorseHero

Reading new books or
writing short stories.

Doing schoolwork or
learning a new skill.

If you have brothers and
sisters at home, could
you read to them?

How about learning to
tell the time or tie your
shoelaces by yourself?

#RockinghorseForce

@Rockinghorse67

Completing puzzles,
playing challenging
board games.

hollie@rockinghorse.org.uk
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Remedy – Remedy is our healing superhorse. Remedy represents kindness
and is always caring and thoughtful. Like the nurses at The Alex, Remedy
always tries to make people feel better.
To complete your Remedy challenge, you will need to do something kind for
someone else. Think about how you can be helpful and show people that you
care about them.

Here are some of Remedy’s favourite challenges:

Helping keep your home tidy.
Putting away toys, or even
helping wash the dishes.

Staying at home can
make people feel lonely.
Could you write a letter to
cheer someone up and let
them know you care?

Design a card to say
thank you to everyone
that supports the
Rockinghorse Heroes
campaign.

Tell your friends about
the Rockinghorse
Force!
The more heroes we
have, the more people
we can help!

Devisor – Devisor is our inventor superhorse. Devisor loves thinking up new
ways to help sick children. Some of the amazing medical equipment that
Rockinghorse fund for The Alex has been created by great inventors like Devisor.
Devisor represents great ideas and imagination. With skills like Devisor you can
build and make new things. Devisor loves to recycle and help look after the
planet. When you are doing your Devisor challenge, think about using the things
you find in your house or garden.

Here are some of Devisors favourite challenges:

Why not build a secret
den for your Rockinghorse
Force Hero HQ!
Don’t forget to help tidy up
afterwards so your secret
den is not discovered!

#BeARockinghorseHero

Can you build something
new using something old?
Try collecting plastic
bottles and cardboard
boxes and trying to build
a super-rocket.

#RockinghorseForce

It will soon be Easter, why not
make an Eater Bonnet or an
Easter Garden. Maybe you
could draw some Easter Eggs
and hide them around your
house for everyone to find.

@Rockinghorse67

Every Hero needs a
costume! You’ll find a
mask in this pack. Can you
make yourself a cape or
costume using things from
around your house?

hollie@rockinghorse.org.uk
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Inspire – Inspire is our Challenge superhorse. The most active and
determined of all the superhorses, Inspire loves to run and jump and sing and
dance! Inspire likes to encourage everyone to be as healthy as possible by
always being active and keeping fit. Everyone has different abilities and there
is room in the Rockinghorse Force for everyone! Inspire loves to see all the
different ways people can keep fit.
To complete your Inspire challenge, you will need to set yourself a goal and
do something active. Especially when you are staying at home.
Here are some of Inspire’s favourite challenges:

Come up with a dance
routine to your favorite song
and practice it every day.
You could teach it to the
people you live with and all
perform it together at the end
of the week.

Challenge yourself to take part
in a daily activity. This might be
an online PE lesson or a run
around your garden. See if you
can do something active every
single day for a week!

Sponsored bounce! There
are lots of ways you can
bounce – trampolining,
skipping, star jumps or
even bouncing a ball! See
how many bounces you
can do in two minutes! Try
it every day and see if you
improve.

A healthy challenge doesn’t
always have to involve
moving around. You could
challenge yourself to eat
healthily too. Why not
challenge yourself to eat
some extra fruit or
vegetables every day for a
month!

Now that you have met all the Superhorses you can start planning your challenges. When you have
completed your challenge, you can write down or draw a picture of what you did. There is an activity sheet
for each superhorse in this pack.

Here are some top tips and more ideas to think about
Team up with your friends! You may not be together, but you can still work as a team to complete these
challenges. For the Inspire challenge why not see if you can do a whole marathon as a team. If you each run
or walk a short distance every day, how quickly could you reach 26miles?
For the Logic challenge, if you design a thank you card for our Rockinghorse Heroes, we might choose your
design to thank everyone who makes a donation to our campaign.
Tell us how you are getting on. With permission and help from a parent or guardian we would love to see
pictures and hear how you are getting on with your Rockinghorse Force challenge. Use the hashtags below
or email them to us. We will share as many as we can.

#BeARockinghorseHero

#RockinghorseForce

@Rockinghorse67

hollie@rockinghorse.org.uk
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Logic’s Challenge
Logic has created a word search for you below.
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How did you complete your Logic challenge? Write or draw in the
box below.

#BeARockinghorseHero

#RockinghorseForce

@Rockinghorse67

hollie@rockinghorse.org.uk
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Remedy’s Challenge
Can you find the best hero to help with all the
incidents below?

How did you complete your Remedy challenge? Write or draw in the
box below.

#BeARockinghorseHero

#RockinghorseForce

@Rockinghorse67

hollie@rockinghorse.org.uk
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Devisor’s Challenge
Devisor has created a quick quiz for you below.
1. Which animal traditionally brings chocolate eggs at Easter?
2. What is the name of Batman’s car?
3. Which Hero wears this symbol on his costume?
4.Thomas Edison was a famous inventor, but what did he invent?
A. Cars
B. The Lightbulb or C. Television
5. Devisor loves Paw Patrol, his favourite character is Rocky, what does Rocky do to help
protect the planet?

How did you complete your Devisor challenge? Write or draw in
the box below.

4. Lightbulb

5. Recycling

#RockinghorseForce

1. The Easter Bunny 2. Batmobile 3. Superman

#BeARockinghorseHero

@Rockinghorse67

hollie@rockinghorse.org.uk
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Inspire’s Challenge
Can you help Inspire get through the maze below?

How did you complete your Inspire challenge? Write or draw in
the box below

#BeARockinghorseHero

#RockinghorseForce

@Rockinghorse67

hollie@rockinghorse.org.uk
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#BeARockinghorseHero

#RockinghorseForce

@Rockinghorse67

hollie@rockinghorse.org.uk
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Notes for Parents / Guardians
Thank you for letting your child take part in our Rockinghorse Hero fundraising campaign. We
really appreciate you helping us to keep supporting The Royal Alexandra Children’s Hospital at this
uncertain time.
The Government advice and restrictions regarding where we can and cannot go is constantly
changing. Please make sure you consider the most up to date guidance when completing these
activities. Most of them are designed to be done within the home with social distancing and selfisolation in mind. If you would like to discuss anything in this fundraising pack please email me
hollie@rockinghorse.org.uk
If you would be happy for us to share photos of your children taking part in this fundraising activity
please either email me your photos along with permission to share them on our social media
pages, or tag us in your own social media photos using the hashtag #BeARockinghorseHero
@rockinghorse67
There is a sponsorship form included with this pack, however most people like to set up an online
sponsorship page which you can send around to friends and family. You can do this by visiting
www.justgiving.com/campaign/rockinghorsehero click on the orange ‘start fundraising’ button. If
you choose not to raise money online please contact me to find out how to get your donation or
fundraising to us so that we can get it to The Alex as soon as possible.
A brief description of each Superhorse is given in this pack, your child can complete any challenge
or activity they feel fits the values of each superhorse, they do not have to pick one of the
suggested activities. Once your child has completed each of the four challenges, they can use the
box on the activity sheet to either draw or write a summary of what they did. These can be sent to
Rockinghorse along with any paper sponsorship forms by either post or email (scan or photo is
fine). We will then send your child a certificate and Rockinghorse Force badge.
The fundraising element of this activity pack is really important to us. The NHS is under extreme
pressure at the moment due to COVID-19 and we are doing everything we can to make sure the
Alex has the resources they need, as soon as they need them. In the past financial year, we have
given just under £450k of funding to a variety of projects aimed at supporting sick local children.
These include a clinical psychologist for young cancer patients and 8 new ventilators for the HDU
at the Royal Alex – vital equipment during the Coronovirus outbreak. We also support Children’s
Hospital services in Haywards Heath and various projects for sick children across Sussex. Every
penny your child raises from this campaign will help us continue our work.
Thank you very much and I hope your children enjoy being a Rockinghorse Hero,

Hollie Trezise
Schools and Community Fundraising Manager
Rockinghorse, 13 Prince Albert Street, Brighton, BN1 1HE

#BeARockinghorseHero

#RockinghorseForce

@Rockinghorse67

hollie@rockinghorse.org.uk
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